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Struggling to Understand: An Outsider Visits Brasov 
(written by Tom Lynas, Journalism volunteer)

Although it is one of the less famous attractions, I would suggest that

the first thing visitors to Brasov should do is to visit the citadel. The

walled fortress sits on a hill in the middle of the city, and offers a very

telling panorama. Look south and you will see the medieval town, a

postcard-worthy idyll of gothic churches and tiled rooftops. To the

north lies twentieth century Brasov, a vast expanse of concrete high

rises, entertainment complexes and industry. This literal 

juxtaposition between old and new, external and 

internal, tradition and modernity seemed, to me at least, to be a good

visual metaphor for the tensions I have seen in my first few days. 

The history of Brasov is something that immediately engaged my 

attention. From what I understand, its local customs have long been at odds with the outside world. Saxon

invaders in the 12th and 13th 

centuries built the fortress of Kronstadt on the site of the original village, forcing the indigenous 

Transylvanian people to relocate outside the city walls. 

Over the ensuing centuries, these original Brasovians   forged an identity for themselves, and were slowly

granted equal rights to the Germanic settlers. However, important cultural developments such as the

founding of the country’s first school in the Schei neighborhood and the first Romanian language news-

paper were set back by the occupations of Holy Roman and Ottoman forces.  A further flourishing of local

culture following the unification of Romania in 1918 was again spoilt by the establishment of the 

communist regime after 1945.

The fall of the Ceausescu government in 1989 however, prompted yet another re-assertion of the city’s

traditions. We can see this recent trend in the refurbishment of historic monuments - Plata Stafului, the

black and white watchtowers and the striking Biserica Neagra - the revival of the ‘Junii Brasovului’ 

celebrations and the opening of the Brasov Ethnographic Museum. The rise of Brasov as a tourist 

destination in a capitalist Romania has allowed investment in its culture.

But while tradition has clearly been important to the formation of Brasov’s identity, some westerners

simplistically view this respect for the past as ‘backward’. During my brief stay here I have begun to 

understand the contrast in the preconceptions that Romanians and those outside the country hold. For 

example, the first member of the Projects Abroad team I met was Alex Parasca.  He is a friendly, 

interesting and perfectly bilingual young man, who drives a BMW, plays Xbox, uses an iPhone and

would like to visit America. Likewise, the Budeanu family who are kindly hosting me speak good

English, use many western appliances and talk fondly of their visits to England and Australia. They

have even named their dog California! The very positive and cosmopolitan impression I got of these

Brasov natives contrasts with the ideas of many Europeans. 

The many Romanians who immigrate to Britain, for example, receive negative attention from the media,

creating an inaccurate stereotype in our minds. Similarly, Germany has recently vetoed the country’s

entry into the EU’s passport free ‘Schengen Zone’ on the grounds that some Romanians might abuse

this freedom of movement. 
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In actual fact, I’m told that Romania imports large numbers of German cars (Brasov’s roads are full of

Mercedes and BMWs) and exports large quantities of fruit and vegetables there, leading one to believe

this link would be beneficial. Most shameful of all are the allegations that the ‘Horsemeat Scandal’ that

recently shocked Europe originated here. The fact that these accusations are now being proved false

hints at the misguided attitudes many Europeans have towards the country. My first few days here have

therefore been very important in dispelling outdated notions of Romania as a whole.

And yet for all the conflict in its past, the 21st century Brasov is a tolerant place which celebrates its 

contrasts and diversity. The ethnic mix includes large numbers of Hungarian, German and Jewish 

people whose differences are celebrated not ridiculed. Moreover, while some might complain the 

presence of western brands and ideas in the city streets undermines its cultural heritage, it is arguable

that the two are important to each other.  With its early morning bus commutes, busy shopping 

complexes, fast internet and endless leisure possibilities and more and more, I am struck by the many

similarities between Brasov and my home in the UK.  Old and new systems strike a fascinating balance,

and I feel very comfortable here.
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Miriam and Jenny explaining the purpose of the

short drama performance

Black Juice Drama Group

Care Updates
Written by Marjolein Schutz (Care volunteer)

This article will describe some of my impressions of Romania, and on

the subject it can be said that my first impression of Bucharest was, 

admittedly, stupid: “Why are we landing in a rice paddy?!... Oh, wait.

That’s snow.”

My volunteer work here involves joining some children at an 

orphanage on Monday to Friday mornings. Here I was immediately

struck by the enthusiasm with which the children welcomed volunteers.

On a

typical day, we will play games together: sometimes pre-arranged by

myself, sometimes led by the children. These have been varied, 

however the one I’ll mention here has been chosen due to the way it left

a memorable impression on me. One time, I brought in a packet of 

skittles (that is, the “bomboane”) with chopsticks and a set of shallow cups to contain the skittles. The aim

of this activity was, as you may already have guessed, to teach the children how to eat with chopsticks. 

I had worried beforehand that many would simply give up when the skill wasn’t grasped immediately, but

was pleasantly surprised to find that they were happy to persevere, and many were soon excited showing

the staff their new skill.

Otherwise, there are plenty of details of daily life which will make this time memorable: the number of

stray dogs, the popularity of covrigi, the horse drawn carts in Tarlungeni, plus many more. 

All in all, I can say I’m glad that I’ve not yet reached the halfway point of my time here.

Written by,

Rachel Walsh (Care volunteer)

When I first arrived in Romania, I didn’t know what to expect.  I was quite stressed about what was going

to happen. Soon I found out that there was no reason to be worried at all! 

I work as a care volunteer in two houses for four to 14-year-old children. Basically, I play and spend time

with them.  I try to teach them some English words and in return, they would try to teach me some 

Romanian words. For example: şurubelniţă (screw driver), dumneavoastră (you formal), domnişoară

(Miss), cal (horse) and cinci (five).They find my pronunciation quite funny, so they like it…

Then there was the piano. I got the idea to do a small music project with the children in order to teach them

some songs and let them explore what it is like to make music by yourself. Although most of the kids 

didn’t have the patience to learn a whole song, a few managed to play Jingle Bells and Old McDonald.

Whenever I hear them playing it, I’m filled with joy.

Twice a week I go to Sacele, another village nearby Brasov, to assist in creative workshops with children.

Although I don’t know the kids very well, I noticed that there are a lot of similarities with the children from

the houses. The work in the houses in Tarlungeni and in Sacele is very rewarding for me.

Apart from the work, there’s the new culture and the fact that you meet people from all over the world.

You learn a lot of new things, especially because most of the volunteers who come to Romania share the

interest of cultural differences. 

I’m staying six more weeks and I hope the future will be as good as the past!  
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Drama Update 

The Creation of a New Drama School Group
(written by Alex Perry and Eva Witte, drama volunteers)

Summary

We at Projects Abroad wish to give our expertise for the creation of this drama group which would 

improve the spoken English of your pupils.

About Ourselves
Projects Abroad is an international volunteer organization. Our volunteers have experience of teaching

English as a foreign language.

The volunteers, Eva Witte and Alex Perry, are enthusiastic drama teachers. Eva (18) is from the 

Netherlands and she has been involved in youth drama since the age of 10. Alex (41) is from the United

Kingdom and he has over twenty years experience in amateur theatre.

The Proposed Drama Group
The proposed drama group would meet once a week for one hour during normal school hours. This group

will be open to all pupils who are interested in joining.

A typical drama class would consist of a warm-up exercise, a drama game to develop acting skills and an

informal performance of a short play or film scene. 

It is also possible for this group to rehearse and perform a play for the whole school if desired.

Educational Value of Drama
Drama has been shown to have a positive impact on the development of students.

In particular, drama has been demonstrated to enhance communication skills, teamwork and 

self-confidence. And of course, it’s fun!
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Telephoning in Romania

Having difficulty telephoning in – or to – Romania? 

THIS GUIDE SHOULD HELP

When phoning a Brasov number from a Brasov number, use the prefix 0268/0368 

fol  lowed by the six digit local number.

When phoning a Brasov number from out of county, dial 0268 before the six digit number

When dialling a mobile phone number from within Romania that begins with 07x always 

include 07x

When dialling Romania from overseas dial up your international connection (usually 00)

then 40 (for Romania), followed by the area code without 0 (that’s 268 for Brasov, and 7x

for mobile phones) and local number.

Callers from overseas are reminded that the time in Romania is GMT + 2 hrs
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